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**The Making of an Artist**

Close your eyes and picture an artwork. Do you see a painting? A drawing? How about a sculpture? A building? Is it made of paper, clay, metal, or glass? Or even plants? Big or small, art can be many things. It can also be found everywhere. Everything around us, whether you realize it or not, has been touched by an artist. Designers begin by **doodling** in sketchbooks. Sculptors play with mud in their backyards. And most **architects** can probably name a favorite building, or point to a childhood Lego creation.

Known for her winning design of the **Vietnam Veterans Memorial** in Washington D.C., Maya Ying Lin was all of the above: not only did she grow up to be a great artist, but Maya is also a world-famous architect and sculptor.

An artist is someone who makes art, and who’s better at that than a child? Artists have all sorts of reasons for making art. Some draw to express feelings, while others paint. Some artists build to answer questions while others sculpt to ask questions. Even with all these differences, one thing stays the same: all artists start out as children!

**Glossary**

**Sculpture**: a type of art made by shaping 3-D objects or materials. A person who makes sculptures is called a sculptor. **Doodling**: drawing for fun! **Architect**: a person who designs buildings **Vietnam Veterans Memorial**: a memorial designed to remember and respect those who fought and lost their lives, or went missing, during the Vietnam War

**Are You an Artist?**

- **NO**
  - Are you sure? Try drawing something you see here!
- **I’m not sure**
- **YES**
  - Go ahead! Create something here!
  - That’s ok! Try drawing yourself here!

**MAYA SAYS**

“I was making things my whole childhood and I still am.”

**See?! You Are an Artist!**
Maya had few friends and liked to stay close to home. She spent hours alone in her backyard, where she made up her own world and waited quietly for animals to appear.

“I would feed all the raccoons. I would feed the birds. The birds had me well-trained. The red cardinals would come to the window and chirp knowing it was dinnertime, and I’d always be feeding them.”

Maya had few friends and liked to stay close to home. She spent hours alone in her backyard, where she made up her own world and waited quietly for animals to appear.

Born on October 5, 1959, Maya never thought art would be her life’s work. As a child, she loved animals and dreamed of being a veterinarian. Her love for animals and nature goes all the way back to her childhood in the green hills of Athens, Ohio. Maya and her brother, Tan, often played in the woods near their home. They explored the hills and streams and found a playground in nature.

Maya’s first pet was a parakeet! Her first parakeet was named Ling Ling and her second was named Perky.
A Family of Artists

Maya's Parents Were Artists Too!

Maya grew up watching her father shape lumps of clay into pottery as her mother turned words into poems. They taught her how to think with her hands and her mind. Inspired by her father's clay pieces, Maya built teeny-tiny houses and small villages out of paper and scraps. She made things all the time.

What is Clay?

Clay is a special kind of material made of broken-down rock from the earth. Over time, bits of earth are carried from one place to another by water and get stuck together in areas where the water slows down to a trickle. While the bits of earth travel with the water, they pick up all sorts of stuff and by the time we buy a box of clay from the pottery store, the clay has been collected and prepared for us to use. All of the tiny rocks and lumps have been removed and some materials like sand, are sometimes added to create the perfect workable clay.

Maya Says

"Our house was full of my father's pottery...we ate out of his bowls."

Glossary

Pottery: objects made out of clay, which is a material that comes from the earth. Bowls, dishes, and pots are good examples of pottery.

Play with Clay

1. Roll the clay into a ball, then a log.
2. Make the clay as flat as you can.
3. Find something near you with an interesting texture (a fork, a coin, a piece of string) and press it into the clay.
4. Try making a small bowl! Roll the clay into a ball, then press your thumb into the middle of it. This will be the center of the bowl.
5. Now pinch the circular edges, lightly, again and again, until your clay starts to look like a bowl.
In high school, Maya felt that she was different. She didn’t fit in. Unlike the girls in her school, Maya wore no makeup and didn’t date. She let her hair grow long, until it was down to her knees! However, Maya was, in other ways, like a regular high school student. She wore jeans, T-shirts, and sneakers, like a lot of the other kids. She also worked at a local McDonald’s. That was the only place around her town where a kid could get a job.

Maya’s favorite subject in school was math. While she had no problem getting straight A’s in most classes, Maya hated gym class and failed it.

Instead of spending time with friends, Maya enjoyed hanging out with her teachers. There was one chemistry teacher in particular who stayed after school and did fun experiments with Maya and her friend.

Maya’s childhood favorites were often science fiction and fantasy series and novels, including J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit and C.S. Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia.

Check your Understanding

Pick TWO things from Maya’s childhood that helped shape her life as an artist:

- Nature
- Playing the piano
- Writing poetry
- Her father’s pottery work

FUN FACT

Maya loved books! When she wasn’t making things, she would be reading. Maya’s childhood favorites were often science fiction and fantasy series and novels, including J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit and C.S. Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia.

What is your favorite book? Can you share what it is about in less than 10 words?

In high school, Maya felt that she was different. She didn’t fit in. Unlike the girls in her school, Maya wore no makeup and didn’t date. She let her hair grow long, until it was down to her knees! However, Maya was, in other ways, like a regular high school student. She wore jeans, T-shirts, and sneakers, like a lot of the other kids. She also worked at a local McDonald’s. That was the only place around her town where a kid could get a job.
Maya’s Time at Yale

By her senior year, Maya couldn’t wait to go to college. She applied to Yale University thinking she wouldn’t get in. According to her, no one else from her high school had ever gone there! When she was accepted and started school, Maya quickly learned that Yale was the first place other than home that made her feel comfortable and happy.

Since she was strongest in math and science in high school, Maya thought she would study those subjects at Yale. She decided to be an architect because she thought it would let her use mathematical thinking. But after a few years, she realized that she actually thought more like an artist. Lucky for her, architecture, which used both math and art to create buildings, turned out to be the best of both worlds.

Maya studied both architecture and sculpture at Yale! Her professors wanted her to focus on one. They said that was the correct way. But Maya chose instead to follow her heart and do both!

FUN FACT

Maya’s love for animals followed her from her backyard to college. At first, she hoped to study animal science and behavior. But when her advisor told her students in the program had to do surgery on live animals, Maya knew it wasn’t for her.

FUN FACT

Maya’s Time at Yale

Maya with her black cat at Yale

MAYA SAYS

“...I think like an artist. And even though I build buildings and I pursue my architecture, I pursue it as an artist.”
During her junior year, Maya studied abroad in Denmark. While wandering through the city, Maya noticed a park that was also a cemetery. She liked the way the cemetery was included in the community, instead of being apart from the city—it was something people could walk through. It got her thinking about how architecture and everyday design affect people, and how these forms of art reflect our feelings about life and death.

Maya’s time in Denmark gave her a new interest in funereal architecture. Back at Yale, she worked with other classmates to design cemeteries and memorials in class. Then, one of her classmates heard about a competition to design the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. The class liked the idea so much that they decided to use the competition as their final project.
The Challenge of a Lifetime

Like with every contest, there were rules. Maya had to design something that: 1) had the names of every American who died or went missing in Vietnam during the war, 2) made no political statement about the war, 3) blended in with its surroundings, and 4) was thoughtful. She started by asking herself: What is a memorial? What should a memorial do? And most importantly, why this memorial?

For inspiration, she studied pictures of older war memorials and visited the place in Washington D.C. where the Vietnam Veterans Memorial would be built. It was in a beautiful park on the Mall between the Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial. Maya’s design idea came to her then and there.

Maya imagined the memorial as having two walkways that slanted down beneath the ground to form the letter “V.” Alongside the walkways would be walls made of polished black granite, which would be shiny enough to reflect the images of nearby monuments, trees, grass, and visitors. More than 58,000 names would be carved into the hard granite to remember the soldiers who lost their lives while fighting in the war.

When she returned to Yale, Maya quickly sketched her design and made her first model out of mashed potatoes in the cafeteria! Then, like she did when she was a child, Maya shaped her second model with clay.

Now You Try!

Sketch your own ideas for a memorial. The memorial can be to honor yourself, your school, your community, or an event that happened in the past. Write an explanation of what the memorial means to you and why you designed it that way.

Glossary

Polished: rubbed until it’s shiny
Granite: a kind of rock that is hard and often used to build things
Monuments: a structure that, like a memorial, is built to honor or remind people of a person or event. Monuments are kinds of memorials. They can be anything from a statue to a whole building.
Model: in architecture, a model is a small, 3-D version of a design.
Here's what the judges had to say about Maya’s design:

“It is uniquely horizontal, entering the earth rather than piercing the sky. This is very much a memorial of our own times, one that could not have been achieved in another time or place.”

Of all the proposals submitted, this most clearly meets the spirit and formal requirements of the program. It is contemplative and reflective. It is superbly harmonious with its site and yet frees the visitors from the noise and traffic of the surrounding city.”

MAYA SAYS

“I created a series of simple drawings. The drawings were in soft pastels, very mysterious, very painterly, and not at all [like regular] architectural drawings. One of the comments made by a juror was ‘He must really know what he is doing to dare to do something so naive.’”

FUN FACT

Maya’s professor at the time gave her an A- for her work. Maya and her professor were the only ones in the class who submitted their entries.

Glossary

Juror: one of many judges for a competition
Naive: without wisdom or experience
Critic: in this case, a person who thinks badly of something
Harmonious: works well together
Maya Defends Her Design

But Maya was determined. She spoke up and defended her design in newspapers and on TV. Many of Maya’s supporters also stood by her, especially the judges who chose her entry. Despite powerful men in Washington trying to stop her project, Maya refused to change her design. Eventually, a deal was made against Maya’s wishes. A U.S. flag and a traditional statue of three soldiers designed by Frederick Hart was built near the wall. Later, another sculpture was added of three women caring for an injured soldier. The controversy quieted down. When the wall was finally built, public opinions changed overnight, and the critics shut their mouths. The country finally had a memorial it could see and touch, with reflective walls inviting visitors to face their emotions about the war. Today, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial is widely praised and wildly popular.

THE POWER OF A NAME

Maya wanted only the names of Vietnam War soldiers on the wall. She didn’t even want to include her own name! If you visit the Vietnam Veterans Memorial today, you can find Maya’s name on the back of the wall, out of public view.

Fun Fact

Maya’s middle name Ying (萤) means “precious stone” in Chinese! Every name is given for a reason. Every name has a meaning.

What is your name? Do you know the story behind your name, or why your parents chose this name for you?
Maya received a lot of attention from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial! People were so moved by her memorial that they asked her to design more. Maya didn’t want to be known as a “memorial designer” though, so she turned them all down... until she received a phone call to build the Civil Rights Memorial in 1988. This memorial honors the lives of people who were killed during the Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s and 60s. Maya couldn’t believe that there wasn’t already a national civil rights memorial—and so she agreed to design one.

Maya has enjoyed a long career as an artist and architect ever since then. Today, she continues to design memorials, sculptures, public spaces, and environments inspired by nature. While she did not end up becoming a veterinarian or a field zoologist, Maya works to bring nature and the environment into her job as an artist.

Like her Vietnam Veterans Memorial and Civil Rights Memorial, Maya used granite for her design of the Women’s Table at Yale University. On the green granite table, Maya included spirals with numbers counting how many women studied at Yale University in the past. The spiral starts at zero because Yale started as a men’s only college.

Maya’s designs for the Civil Rights Memorial were greatly inspired by Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s words: “We will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream.” This quote is carved on a curved wall as part of the memorial. Below the wall is a circular black granite table with a timeline of the Civil Rights Movement and the martyrs’ names. Water comes out from the table’s center and flows evenly across the top. Maya shares that, for many, the memorial is “a place to remember the Civil Rights Movement, to honor those killed during the struggle, to appreciate how far the country has come in its quest for equality, and to consider how far it has to go.”

**GLOSSARY**

**Martyr**: someone who gives their life for an important cause
Like her father who sculpted clay, Maya has also sculpted the earth. The Wave Field project began in 1995 with the University of Michigan, where Maya created a field of grass shaped like ocean waves. She spent hours looking at the ocean, trying to figure out how one water wave begins and another one ends. Using scientific data, she was able to recreate ocean wave-like landscapes.

Maya’s wave fields change with the seasons!

What do they look like in the FALL?

Color the wave fields to find out!

“Maya says

“What I’m trying to do is allow you to pay attention to beautiful forms in nature.”
Looking Inwards

Some of Maya’s more recent projects include inside spaces, too! In 2015, Maya worked with fellow architect Toshiko Mori and Cannon Design to design a research center for Novartis, a Swiss medical company. The eye-catching building, located in Boston, Massachusetts, is a workplace for over a thousand researchers. Because it’s so important for researchers to work together, Maya and her partners worked hard to build an environment that encouraged collaboration and emphasized the exchange of ideas and knowledge.

Microscopic pictures of human bones, such as the one above, were a huge inspiration for Maya’s Novartis design!

Even when designing a building, Maya still looked to nature for inspiration: she said that the outside of the building—which is made of many small pieces of granite placed together to make a pattern of holes—was inspired by microscopic views of human bones! Can you see the similarities? What other interesting patterns can we find in nature?

GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>someone who studies and discovers information about a special topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>working together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscopic</td>
<td>so small that it can only be seen with a special tool called a microscope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like her design for the Novartis Institutes, Maya’s design for Smith College’s new Neilson Library also highlights collaboration. Her environmentally friendly design features lots of natural light, spaces for learning together, and super new technology. The design of one side is meant to encourage students to work together—it includes bookshelves, reading spaces, a digital area, and a café. The other side is quieter and holds Smith’s special collections of books. In addition, there are lots of flexible spaces that can be used in many ways. Even when designing indoor spaces, Maya Lin brings her values—that is, her love of community, light, and nature—to her work. She thinks carefully about how the design of a space shapes how people feel and interact with it. What would your dream library look like?
In 2004, the Museum of Chinese in America (MOCA) asked Maya to lead a design team and prepare a new space for the museum.

As a Chinese American and a long time supporter of the museum, Maya agreed. She helped transform the new building, an old machine repair shop that was six times larger than the museum’s old space, into what it became in 2011. Maya is also leading the architectural design of MOCA’s future, permanent home, a new museum at the same address. Leaving its brick walls bare, Maya designed the museum around a hidden courtyard. Each exhibit is connected to the courtyard by glass. Video portraits of Chinese Americans and Chinese immigrants are projected onto the glass. It’s almost as if they’re having a conversation!

MOCA has two entrances on opposite sides: the main entrance opens onto Chinatown and the second entrance faces SoHo. Both entrances feature large sheets of clear glass where people walking by can peer through, as invitations to visit the museum.
One of Maya’s most meaningful projects is an interactive memorial called What is Missing? The memorial asks people to think about all our endangered and extinct species. As the world changes and human activity destroys habitats and environments, what animals, plants, and landscapes will go extinct? What is, and will be, missing? Maya describes this memorial as her “memorial to Earth.”

Maya’s project includes sounds, images, and videos of endangered animals and the environments they live in to show people what will be missing in the world when these animals go extinct. It includes exhibits, sculptures, and even a billboard video! One video, called “Unchopping a Tree,” shows how every minute, 90 acres of rainforest are chopped down. Imagine—an area like Central Park in New York City, destroyed in only 9 minutes! Paired with music and a clip of a tree falling played in reverse, the video really captures the feeling of loss.

Finally, What is Missing? also exists as a website, which means that the memorial can be experienced anywhere in the world. In this way, it’s different from all of Maya’s earlier memorials, which were all monuments rooted to a single place. Maya says that she has loved nature and the environment her whole life, and What is Missing? is especially meaningful to her. Because of this, she has also said that this project will be her last memorial.

Maya’s last memorial is meant to be a call to action—what can we do to help the species facing extinction? Get started by visiting the memorial at www.whatismissing.net. Take some time to explore the website—listen to the sounds of some extinct, or almost extinct, animals. Find the “Stories” section of the website and pick a few stories to read! Just like with many of Maya’s other projects, What is Missing? is collaborative, and it grows with the participation of others. Interview your family members about what they believe has disappeared from the natural world. How has this change made the world better or worse? Share your story on the website!

“I am going to try to wake you up to things that are missing that you are not even aware of disappearing.”

Since playing in her backyard as a kid, Maya has always loved nature. We hope her work inspires you to look around and feel respect for everyday nature. What do you see? Draw, paint, write, and make your stories come to life! Maybe one day you, too, will find your work shared in a museum or chosen to win a national contest! And even if that doesn’t happen, we know you’ll have so much fun rocking the world as an artist!

Maya Today

In 2009, Maya received the National Medal of the Arts from President Obama. In 2016, he awarded her again—this time with the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest non-military honor, for her vital memorials, including the most recent What is Missing?

Since playing in her backyard as a kid, Maya has always loved nature. We hope her work inspires you to look around and feel respect for everyday nature. What do you see? Draw, paint, write, and make your stories come to life! Maybe one day you, too, will find your work shared in a museum or chosen to win a national contest! And even if that doesn’t happen, we know you’ll have so much fun rocking the world as an artist!

GLOSSARY

| Endangered: almost extinct | Extinct: no longer existing | Species: kinds of living things, like plants and animals | Habitat: the home of a living thing |

MAYA SAYS

“I am going to try to wake you up to things that are missing that you are not even aware of disappearing.”